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Response to comment on 
“Multimodal imaging in dominant 
cystoid macular dystrophy”

Sir,
We thank authors[1] for their interest in our article “Multimodal 
imaging in dominant cystoid macular dystrophy (DCMD).”[2]

Differential diagnosis of bilateral cystoid macular 
edema in a young adult with no systemic disorder or 

Comment on: “Multimodal imaging 
in dominant cystoid macular 
dystrophy”

Sir,
The author read with interest the article on multimodal imaging 
of dominant cystoid macular dystrophy (DCMD).[1] There are 
few challenges that need discussion.
1. Bilateral hyporeflective spaces in macular optical coherence 

tomography in a young male may also be noted in juvenile 
retinoschisis or X‑linked retinoschisis (XLRS),[2] and 
peripheral retinoschisis may be absent in 50% of such cases. 
The fovea in magnified pictures of  Fig. 1[1] does appear to 
have a spoke‑wheel appearance which is typical of XLRS

2. In the present case, both the foveae showed such hypoechoic 
spaces separated by vertically oriented retinal tissue bridges, 
which may be noted in foveoschisis of XLRS. A close 
differential diagnosis of such finding is cystoid macular 
edema (CME). However, CME shows typical petaloid 
leak (contrary to foveoschisis[3]) in the late phase of fundus 
fluorescein angiography. The first description of DCMD 
noted “typical CME due to leaking perimacular capillaries. 
Other striking features were retinal capillary leakage all over 
the posterior pole of the eye, whitish punctate deposits in 
the vitreous body, a normal electroretinogram, a subnormal 
electro‑oculogram, and moderate‑to‑high hyperopia.”[4] The 
petaloid leak is not clearly demonstrated in Fig. 6 of the 
publication[1]

3. In such a diagnostic dilemma, it would be interesting to 
know the fundus findings of the family members if they 
were examined. Reported patients of DCMD include 
Dutch family, American family with Greek ancestors, and 
patients from America and Spain.[5] All the 97 patients 
with DCMD in a large study had a single common Dutch 
ancestor. A pedigree chart with a search for an ancestor 
may be of help. The refractive error and axial length of the 
patient should be reported though both XLRS and DCMD 
can show hyperopia which may be more severe in DCMD. 
Electroretinogram shows a typical negative waveform with 
absent b wave in XLRS which unfortunately could not be 
performed as the patient refused such tests[1] as noted in the 
publication. Genetic analysis could also have helped in the 
exact diagnosis of the presented patient, which is difficult 
in Indian scenario due to the financial constraints
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inflammation includes Goldman‑Favre syndrome, retinitis 
pigmentosa, juvenile X‑linked retinoschisis (XLRS), stellate 
nonhereditary idiopathic foveomacular retinoschisis, 
autosomal dominant cystoid macular edema, and various 
medication‑induced maculopathies, such as niacin and 
paclitaxel.[3]

XLRS usually presents in the first or second decade of life 
with variable visual loss; on the contrary, patients with DCMD 
become symptomatic in the third decade like our patient who 
presented quite late at the age of 30 years.[4]
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Both XLRS and DCMD can present with hyporeflective 
spaces in optical coherence tomography (OCT). However, 
their OCT features have subtle but definite differences. OCT 
in XLRS classically shows cavitations in neurosensory retina 
with thin vertical interconnecting septa and often become 
confluent, which is usually not the case with DCMD who have 
preponderance of cystoid spaces as in our case.[3]

Fundus fluorescein angiography (FFA) in XLRS shows 
no leakage. FFA in DCMD shows leakage of variable 
degree depending on the stage of the disease. Our case 
[Fig. 6 of publication] shows leakage albeit faint which can be 
appreciated in higher magnification. Fundus autofluorescence 
imaging in our case shows multispot hyperautofluorescence in 
fovea which can also be seen in XLRS. However, in addition to 
this, we find a broader area of hyperautofluorescence [Figs. 3 
and 4 of publication] suggestive of diffuse retinal pigment 
epithelial dysfunction. This pattern of hyperautofluorescence 
is not seen in XLRS, which is predominantly an inner retinal 
disease to start with. These findings point more toward 
DCMD.[4,5]

We agree completely with authors regarding the utility 
of genetic testing, evaluation of family members and 
electrophysiological tests and accept the lack of them as a 
drawback of our report.
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Comment on “Impact of expansion 
of telemedicine screening for 
retinopathy of prematurity in India”
Sir,
We would like to call your attention to the article titled, “Impact 
of expansion of telemedicine screening for retinopathy of 
prematurity (ROP) in India” recently published in Indian 
Journal of Ophthalmology.[1]

There has been an underestimation in the expected 
treatment‑requiring ROP babies in several states of India in 
this study.[1]

The incidence of ROP from rural Karnataka’s multicenter 
study (KIDROP) is 22.39% of survived high‑risk babies 
for any stage ROP and 3.57% of survived high‑risk 
babies for treatment‑requiring ROP.[2] This study uses this 
data to calculate the incidence of treatment‑ requiring ROP 
in the ten states but has taken 3.57% of those with any stage 
ROP and not the survived high‑risk babies requiring screening.

The result of this study shows that the total population in 
the ten study states is 681.5 million. The eligible babies for ROP 
screening annually are 467,664. The number of babies admitted 
to neonatal units is 188,561, of which 160,277 are likely to 
survive and require screening.[1] Based on the KIDROP data,[2] 
ROP would develop in 35,886 of these infants, and 5722 (and 
not 1281) babies would require the treatment annually. The 
fiscal quantum of “blind person‑years” saved in these ten states 
will be far higher than USD 108.4 million annually, reported 
in this study.
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